
Operating Instructions

Model No.     SL-DZ1200

RQT8173-L

Direct Drive Digital Turntable

GC

Before connecting, operating or adjusting this prod-
uct, please read the instructions completely.
Please keep this manual for future reference.
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Dear customer

Thank you for purchasing this product.
For optimum performance and safety, please read these instructions
carefully.

Parts and supplied accessories
Please check and identify the parts and supplied
accessories.

AC mains lead ............................. 1

Note
The included AC mains lead is for use with this unit only.
Do not use it with other equipment.
Do not use an AC mains lead from any other type of equipment
with this unit.
Power plug adaptor .................... 1

Stereo phono cable .................... 1

Slip surface ................................. 1
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WARNING:
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK OR
PRODUCT DAMAGE, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS APPARATUS
TO RAIN, MOISTURE,  DRIPPING OR SPLASHING AND
THAT NO OBJECTS FILLED WITH LIQUIDS, SUCH AS
VASES, SHALL BE PLACED ON THE APPARATUS.

This product may receive radio interference caused by
mobile telephones during use. If such interference is
apparent, please increase separation between the product
and the mobile telephone.

THIS UNIT IS INTENDED FOR USE IN TROPICAL CLIMATES.

CLASS 1
LASER PRODUCT

CAUTION!
THIS PRODUCT UTILIZES A LASER.
USE OF CONTROLS OR ADJUSTMENTS OR PERFORM-
ANCE OF PROCEDURES OTHER THAN THOSE SPECI-
FIED HEREIN MAY RESULT IN HAZARDOUS
RADIATION EXPOSURE.
DO NOT OPEN COVERS AND DO NOT REPAIR YOUR-
SELF. REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED PERSONNEL.

CAUTION!
•DO NOT INSTALL OR PLACE THIS UNIT IN A

BOOKCASE, BUILT-IN CABINET OR IN ANOTHER
CONFINED SPACE. ENSURE THE UNIT IS WELL
VENTILATED. TO PREVENT RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK
OR FIRE HAZARD DUE TO OVERHEATING, ENSURE
THAT CURTAINS AND ANY OTHER MATERIALS DO
NOT OBSTRUCT THE VENTILATION VENTS.

•DO NOT OBSTRUCT THE UNIT’S VENTILATION
OPENINGS WITH NEWSPAPERS, TABLECLOTHS,
CURTAINS, AND SIMILAR ITEMS.

•DO NOT PLACE SOURCES OF NAKED FLAMES, SUCH
AS LIGHTED CANDLES, ON THE UNIT.

•DISPOSE OF BATTERIES IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY MANNER.

Marking sign is located on bottom of the unit.

The socket outlet shall be installed near the equipment and
easily accessible or the mains plug or an appliance coupler
shall remain readily operable.

(Inside of product)
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Safety precautions

Placement

Set the unit up on an even surface away from direct sunlight, high
temperatures, high humidity, and excessive vibration. These condi-
tions can damage the cabinet and other components, thereby short-
ening the unit’s service life.

Do not place heavy items on the unit.

Voltage

Do not use high voltage power sources. This can overload the
unit and cause a fire.

Do not use a DC power source. Check the source carefully when
setting the unit up on a ship or other place where DC is used.

AC mains lead protection

Ensure the AC mains lead is connected correctly and not dam-
aged. Poor connection and lead damage can cause fire or electric
shock. Do not pull, bend, or place heavy items on the lead.

Grasp the plug firmly when unplugging the lead. Pulling the AC
mains lead can cause electric shock.

Do not handle the plug with wet hands. This can cause electric
shock.

Foreign matter

Do not let metal objects fall inside the unit. This can cause electric
shock or malfunction.

Do not let liquids get into the unit. This can cause electric shock
or malfunction. If this occurs, immediately disconnect the unit from
the power supply and contact your dealer.

Do not spray insecticides onto or into the unit. They contain flam-
mable gases which can ignite if sprayed into the unit.

Service

Do not attempt to repair this unit by yourself. If sound is inter-
rupted, indicators fail to light, smoke appears, or any other problem
that is not covered in these operating instructions occurs, disconnect
the AC mains lead and contact your dealer or an authorized service
center. Electric shock or damage to the unit can occur if the unit is
repaired, disassembled or reconstructed by unqualified persons.

Extend operating life by disconnecting the unit from the power
source if it is not to be used for a long time.

Main features

This direct drive digital turntable is designed for DJs to play digital
media (CDs and SD audio) giving an analogue-like feeling. Having
the feeling of an analogue turntable, this unit delivers digitally robust
functions and performance realizing a new style of play.

Control panel

Platter
Play media is synchronized with platter movement.

Platter slip surface
Use your hand to turn the platter slip surface for scratch, brake and
spin DJ play.

FREE WHEEL
You can switch the platter to freewheel.

FORWARD and REVERSE
The rotation direction of the platter can be reversed by switching the
play direction switch to REVERSE or FORWARD.

TEMPO
•You can control the play speed (tempo).
•You can adjust the tempo to 4 levels of settings between ±8 and

±50 using the RANGE button.
•You can instantly return to normal playing speed using the RESET

button.
•By using the PITCH LOCK button the pitch is held even if the tempo

is changed.

Strobo Dot Reflectors
You can use the red strobo illuminator to check changes in tempo.

LOOP play
You can set the IN and OUT points and play as a loop.

SAMPLE PADS
•You can store up to 4 audio segments to memory.
•You can use for dual play for up to 2 sample pads, and use for

switching between one shot and loop play.

CUE
•Setting the cue point

Store the cue point to memory.
•Back cue

During play you can instantly return to the set cue point and the
unit waits in the pause state.

CUE PADS
You can store 4 cue points to memory. Play can be started instantly
from one of those cue points.

VINYL SIM
You can simulate sound similar to an analogue player.

DYNAMIC FX
You can transform sound by using the platter.

PLAY SELECT
Selects CD or SD play.

SD CARD LOAD and SAVE
You can SAVE and LOAD sample pad, cue point panel data etc. to
the SD Memory Card.

Front panel

CD slot (Slot in type)

SD Memory Card slot

Rear panel

TURNTABLE
Mode for DJ play.

CD PLAYER
Mode for use as an audio player.

Insertion of connector
Even when the connector is per-
fectly inserted, depending on the
type of inlet used, the front part of
the connector may jut out as shown
in the drawing.
However there is no problem using
the unit.
Illustrations may differ from actual
connector.

Connector

Approx. 6 mm
Appliance inlet
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Component part names

The unshaded numbers etc, correspond to the numbered illustrations. The shaded numbers etc, are reference pages.

Control panel

Sampling data record, play, and erase button, lamp

(1-4 SAMPLE PADS) ......................................... ,

Sample pad play mode, edit memory button (MEMORY)

Play mode and edit item select button (SAMPLE EDIT)

........................................................................... ,

Start point (START) lamp, end point (END) lamp,

level (LEVEL) lamp ..................................................

Modify data button (– + TRIM) ................................

Loop play button (LOOP) ........................................

Start of loop play point setting, erase button, lamp (IN)

End of loop play point setting, erase button, lamp (OUT)

Play or cancel loop play button (EXIT/RELOOP)

Execute button (EXECUTE) ...................................

Load SD Memory Card data button, lamp (LOAD)

Save SD Memory Card data button, lamp (SAVE)

SD Memory Card save mode select button, lamp

(S.PADS, PANEL) .....................................................

Analogue player simulation button, lamp (VINYL SIM)

Special effects button, lamp (DYNAMIC FX) .........

Simulation, effect type select button (– + TYPE) ....

Cue bank, file number select button (– + BANK) ,

Instant play select button, lamp (INSTANT CHANGE)

Play direction switch (REVERSE, FORWARD) ......

Display angle setting, function setting button

(•DISPLAY ANGLE –FUNCTION) ...................... ,

SD Memory Card access indicator (SD ACCESS)

Normal tempo button, lamp (RESET) ....................

Tempo, pitch control slider (TEMPO) ....................

Fixed pitch play button, lamp (PITCH LOCK) .......

Tempo variation range button, lamp (RANGE) .....

Media play select switch (PLAY SELECT) .............

Platter slip surface ..................................................

Front panel

CD eject button (  CD EJECT) ..............................

CD slot ......................................................................

Power lamp ..............................................................

SD Memory Card slot (SD CARD) ..........................

Rear panel

Headphone terminal (PHONES) .............................

Headphone volume control knob (VOLUME) ........

Output terminal (LINE OUT) ...................................

Digital output terminal (DIGITAL OUT) ..................

Digital turntable control terminal (CONTROL) ......

Turntable, CD player select switch (MODE) ..........

Platter brake control (BRAKE) ...............................

AC input terminal (AC IN ) ...................................

Power button (POWER  OFF  ON) .................

Track skip, search, setting buttons

( , , , ) ............................................. ,

Platter .......................................................................

Strobo dot reflectors ...............................................

Play pause button, lamp (PLAY/PAUSE) ...............

Cue setting, load and stop button, lamp (CUE STOP)

........................................................................... ,

Strobo illuminator ...................................................

Platter free wheel setting button (PUSH) ..............

Platter free wheel indicator (FREE WHEEL) .........

Display ......................................................................

Remaining time display, auto cue setting button

(•REMAIN –AUTO CUE) .................................... ,

Cue point, pad memory button (REALTIME REC)

..................................................................... , ,

Cue memory, play and erase button, lamp

(1-4 CUE PADS)........................................................
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Place the unit on a flat and stable surface that is not subject to
vibrations or movement.

Note
•Do not place this unit on top of amplifiers emitting hot air or place

near spot lights and use for any long duration. This may affect the
unit or disc causing problems.

•Create space around this unit in order to assist heat release.
•Place the unit away from televisions and tuners to avoid interfer-

ence. Interference will affect picture and sound quality.
•Placing the unit near speakers may result in undesired sound in an

environment that requires elevated volume. In this case move the
unit further away from the speaker(s) or turn the volume down.

•Place stereo phono cables, AC mains lead and panel in a location
that will not be affected by movement or vibration during play.
Undesirable sounds may result if there are movements or vibra-
tions affecting the unit with exception of the legs.

Adjusting the height of the main unit
After placing the unit in the desired location for use, adjust the insula-
tor so the main unit is flat and secure.

Platter setup

Changing the display angle
Change display angle corresponding to position of the main unit.
(  page 9)

Setup

The stoppers are used to lock the platter, protecting the unit from
shock during shipping.

1. Remove the 3 platter lock stoppers from the platter

Turn the platter lock stop-

pers approximately 90°
Pull the platter lock stop-

pers out
•Pull out the platter lock stop-

pers once they are aligned with
the release hole.

2. Attach the slip surface (included)

•With the marker on the slip surface facing up, attach onto the 2
mounting pins.

Store the 3 platter lock stoppers in a safe place after removal.

Adjusting the platter brake
You can adjust the platter brake speed using the BRAKE control on
the rear of the unit. After connecting, adjust to the desired brake speed.
(  page 12)

When transporting the unit
Make sure to re-attach the 3 platter lock stoppers.

1. Remove the slip surface
•Pack in a way to avoid bending the slip surface.

2. Insert the 3 platter lock stoppers
1. Align the platter holes with the chassis holes inside at the same

position used to remove the stoppers above in step 1.
2. Insert the platter lock stoppers into the holes

•Move the platter to fully insert the stoppers.
3. Turn the platter lock stoppers approximately 90° to lock

Slip surface

Marker

Mounting pin

Platter lock stoppers
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Connections

Connecting with the audio mixer

This example indicates a connection with the audio mixer (not included) and two digital turntables. Use the stereo phono cable (supplied accesso-
ries) to connect the main unit with the audio mixer. Turn off all power when connecting component equipment.
Connect the AC mains lead after all other connections have been connected.

Stereo phono cable
White (L)
Red (R)

Connecting with audio mixers
Do not connect with the PHONO terminal. Connecting will result in excessive sound being generated and may result in serious damage
to your equipment.
Connect the main unit's LINE OUT terminal with the mixer's LINE input terminal or AUX input terminal.

Listening with the headphones
•When connecting the headphones, reduce the volume using the phones VOLUME control.
•Avoid listening for prolonged periods of time to prevent hearing damage.

Rear panel Direct drive digital turntable  2
Connects to audio mixer CH B.

Rear panel Direct drive digital turntable  1
Connects to audio mixer CH A.

Type: 6.3 mm
stereo

Headphone
(not included)

AC mains lead
(supplied
accessories)

Household
mains socket

Type: 6.3 mm
stereo

Headphone
(not included)

AC mains lead
(supplied
accessories)

Household
mains socket

Audio mixer
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Do not connect with the PHONO terminal. Connecting will result in excessive sound being generated and may result in serious damage
to your equipment.
Connect with the amplifier's CD or AUX input terminal.

Connecting the control terminals for relay play

Use the control terminals of the two units to connect for relay play. (  page 21)

Connecting with the stereo amplifier

Connect to the digital input terminal on the audio mixer or amplifier with digital input terminals using the connection cables (not included).
•SD Audio cannot be output from this unit's digital out terminals.

Connecting to equipment with digital input terminals

Rear panel
Direct drive digital turntable 2

Rear panel
Direct drive digital turntable 1

Control cable (not included)
Type: 3.5 mm stereo

Rear panel

Amplifier
(not included)

Speaker
 (not included)

Digital amplifier etc. (not included)

Connection cable (not included)
Type: RCA coaxial

Stereo phono cable (Supplied accessories)

Rear panel

Connection to the SL-DZ1200 rear panel CONTROL terminal
Only direct drive digital turntables can be operated.
Connecting to control terminals of other manufacturer’s products may result in incorrect operation or other equipment problems.
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Inserting-removing a disc or SD Memory Card

Inserting a SD Memory Card

1. Open the SD Memory Card slot lid

2. With the label on the card facing up and the notched
edge facing the unit, insert the card

3. Insert until the card locks into place

4. Close the lid

Removing a SD Memory Card

After confirming the SD ACCESS indicator is not flash-
ing, open the lid and press on the center of the SD
Memory Card to release the lock and pull the ejected
card out carefully, then close the lid.
•The SD ACCESS indicator flashes when the SD Memory Card

is being accessed. Do not turn off the power or try to open the lid
and remove the card while the indicator is flashing. (Doing so
may result in a loss of saved data.)

Note
•Make sure to always close the SD card slot lid.

If you try using when the lid is open, “NO SD CARD” or “SD LID
OPEN” will appear in the display and operation will not be pos-
sible.

•You can use SD Memory Cards with capacities between 8 MB
and 1 GB on this unit. (  page 22)

Inserting a disc

1. Press [POWER OFF ON] on the rear of unit
The unit power is on. The display comes on and the power lamp
lights.

2. Insert a disc
•Insert the disc flat and parallel into the CD slot, with the label up.

The unit will automatically load the disc.
•You cannot use an 8 cm disc.

Note
•Do not insert a disc when the power is off.
•Do not insert 2 or more discs.
•Do not try to insert the disc using unnecessary force that may bend

the disc. When the unit is loading or ejecting a disc, do not apply
opposing force to the disc. Not following the above steps may re-
sult in damage to the disc or unit.

Removing a disc

While stopped or while paused
1. Press [  CD EJECT]
•Press the button and the disc will come out.
•If you press while playing in TURNTABLE mode, a message

appears in the display and play continues. Make sure to press
after pausing play.

•If you do not remove the disc within approximately 10 seconds
the unit will automatically re-load the disc.

To remove
2. Press again
•Remove as indicated in the illustration

without touching the playing surface.

Front panel

With the label
face up

Power lamp

Front panel

With the label
face up

SD ACCESS
indicator

SD Memory Card

Forced disc eject
You can forcefully eject a disc when the disc does not eject even after
pressing [  CD EJECT].

1. Press [POWER OFF ON] to turn the power off

2. Press [POWER OFF ON] again holding down
[  CD EJECT] to turn the power on, and then release
[  CD EJECT] after “DZ1200” appears in the display

Rear panel

Playable media

CD

SD Memory Card

(SD audio)

CD-DA audio that is finalized on a
CD-R or CD-RW

MP3 files
(WMA is not supported)

Secure AAC

Secure MP3
(WMA is not supported)

22

10, 20

20

Reference
Page

Creating SD audio for play on this unit
Record tracks to a SD Memory Card using only the “SD JUKEBOX”
application for recording SD audio for your PC, and a USB reader-
writer.
•This unit is not compatible with the WMA format.
These are not currently available in your area.
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Display indicator

Selected play media indicator

 : Indicates CD is selected

 : Indicates SD is selected

Track number indicator
When using CD, SD Audio: Total number of tracks and the track

being played is displayed
When using CD-R, CD-RW MP3 files:

 Total number of tracks and the track
being played within the album is dis-
played

Current track position indicator

Change in tempo rate indicator

Auto Cue indicator
 : Indicates Auto Cue is on

Cue bank indicator

REALTIME REC indicator
  : Indicates the sample pad is in REALTIME REC operation

Beats per minute (BPM) indicator
Number of beats per minute, indicating track speed
Depending on the music, the BPM may not be detectable, or
may take time to be displayed.

Play time (Minutes, seconds, frames), remaining time

(CD, SD audio) indicator

Remaining time (REMAIN) indicator
Displayed only for CD, SD audio

MP3 album number indicator
Indicated when using MP3 files

CD-MP3 (CD-R, CD-RW MP3 file) indicator

Displaying the remaining time

While playing a CD, SD Memory Card
Press [•REMAIN –AUTO CUE]
•“REMAIN” appears and the remaining play time of the track is

displayed.
•Pressing again will return the time display to its original state.
•When you are playing a MP3 file from a CD-R or CD-RW the

remaining play time will not be displayed if you press [•REMAIN
–AUTO CUE].

•When there is less than 30 seconds of time remaining, you are
notified by the flashing time display. With a MP3 file from a CD-
R or CD-RW, the time display flashes if there is less than 7 sec-
onds of time remaining. However, depending on the operation,
the flashing indicator in the display may not appear.

Changing the display angle

You can rotate the display angle corresponding to the way the unit is
setup.

Press [•DISPLAY ANGLE –FUNCTION] to select the dis-
play angle
•The angle of the display rotates 90 degrees clockwise each time

the button is pressed.
•The setting remains in memory even when the power is turned

off.

Adjusting the display contrast

1. Press and hold [•DISPLAY ANGLE –FUNCTION] for
about 2 or more seconds until the display changes

•“CONTRAST” is selected in the display.

2. Press [– ], [+ ] to adjust the display contrast
•Press [– ], [+ ] to change the display to the desired con-

trast (adjustable range: 1-100).
•If no buttons are pressed for more than 5 seconds, the time dis-

play returns to its original state.
•The setting remains in memory even when the power is turned

off.

Displayed when using CD, SD audio

Displayed when using MP3 files on CD-R and CD-RW
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Playing CD-R and CD-RW discs
This unit can play CD-DA formatted CD-R and CD-RW discs.
CD-DA formatted discs must be finalized  at the final point of record-
ing using a CD designed for music recording. CD-R and CD-RW discs
containing MP3 files can also be played. However, play may not be
possible on some discs depending on the state of recording.

Finalizing makes audio recordings compatible for play on equip-
ment that supports play of CD-R and CD-RW discs that are de-
signed for music recording.

Playing a CD or SD Memory Card (basic play)

1

3

2

5
4

Adjusting volume when
using the headphones

Turn [VOLUME]

Auto Cue function (TURNTABLE mode only)
When one of the media has been set, or when a track has been
skipped, or when advancing to the next song while playing, the auto
cue point automatically sets and pauses at the point just before audio
begins, skipping the null sound area at the beginning of the track.
Auto Cue is set to off as default.

Rear panel

Front panel

With the label
face up

With the label
face up SD Memory Card

Front panel

SD ACCESS
indicator

Auto Cue indicator
Auto cue point setting indicator

Turning on Auto Cue

Press [•REMAIN –AUTO CUE] for more than 2 seconds
•The display indicator changes from “ ” to “ ”
•Each time you press and hold the button:

 (Auto Cue is on)   (Auto Cue is off).
•The segment without sound that is skipped is a maximum of 15

seconds from the beginning of the track.
•The on or off setting remains in memory even when the power is

turned off. Additionally, the setting stored to memory for each
CD or SD Memory Card is restored once the set media is re-
inserted.
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1 Press [POWER OFF ON]
•The unit display will come on once the power is turned on.

3 Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the me-
dia to be used
•When there is no media inserted, "NO DISC" or "NO SD

CARD" appears in the display.
•You can control platter movement and adjust tempo once

the media is inserted.

4 Insert a disc or SD Memory Card
(  page 8)
•Make sure to close the SD card slot lid as it will not work if

left open.
•It takes several seconds for the disc to be loaded.
•When Auto Cue is on, the unit switches to standby at the

first track's auto cue point. The CUE lamp flashes when the
settings are being read and after reading is finished it
changes to a stationary light.
When Auto Cue is off, the unit switches to standby at the
beginning of the first track.

•The PLAY/PAUSE lamp begins flashing.

5 Press [PLAY/PAUSE]
When Auto Cue is on
•The platter begins rotating and synchronized with the plat-

ter, the first track begins playing.
•The PLAY/PAUSE lamp and the CUE lamp light.
•Once play of the first track has ended, play is paused at the

second track’s auto cue point. The platter stops at this point.

When Auto Cue is off
•The platter begins rotating, synchronized with the platter,

the first track begins playing and the PLAY/PAUSE lamp
lights.

•Play continues again from the first track once the last track
is reached. (All track repeat)

Pausing

Press [PLAY/PAUSE] (to restart, press once more)
•PLAY/PAUSE lamp flashes and the platter stops.

Skipping forward or backward

Press [ ], [ ]
•Skips each time the button is pressed or while being pressed.
•When Auto cue is on, the unit skips to the auto cue point just

before where the selected track's audio begins.

Searching forward or backward
During play or while paused

Press and hold [– ], [+ ]
•Hold the button to search.
•You cannot search beyond a track with MP3 files on CD-R, CD-

RW.
•Sounds heard when searching become cut with MP3 files and

SD Audio.

Regarding display indicators when the inserted
media is not recognized

Re-insert correctly.
NO CD AUDIO TRACK: The CD type is not supported. (  page

22), or was inserted upside down.
NO SD AUDIO TRACK: The SD Memory Card is unrecognizable

because of damage or an error, or there is
no track data.

Selecting MP3 albums, selecting SD audio tracks
Select the SD audio track stored on the SD Memory Card or the
MP3 album on the CD-R, CD-RW. (  page 20, Regarding MP3
albums and SD audio)

1. Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used

2. Press [ ], [ ] to select the track
•The album number of the CD-R, CD-RW MP3 album appears in

the display.
•The memorized track name etc. that is selected appears in the

display when played. (Up to 32 alphanumeric characters.)
•When using SD audio on a SD Memory Card, a track only from

the default playlist can be selected or played.

Removing the CD

While paused
Press [  CD EJECT]
•The eject indicator appears in the display and the disc is ejected.
•When you press during play, the CD does not eject, a message

appears in the display and play continues.

Removing the SD Memory Card (  page 8)
•Remove after play has ended.
•The SD ACCESS indicator flashes when the SD Memory Card

is being accessed. Do not turn off the power or try to open the lid
and remove the card from the SD Memory Card slot while the
indicator is flashing. (Doing so may result in a loss of saved
data.)

During CD play

Track number

Play time

Play position

2 Switch [MODE] to TURNTABLE
•Functions are limited when using the CD PLAYER mode.

(  page 12)

When no disc is inserted

When no SD Memory Card is inserted
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Basic function settings

When in the TURNTABLE mode and Instant Change is off, the sound
when starting and pausing is synchronized with the starting and stop-
ping of the platter. When Instant Change is on, just like pressing [PLAY/
PAUSE] on a normal CD player, play is paused or starts instantly.
This is a feature specific to digital turntables.

Press [INSTANT CHANGE]

•The INSTANT CHANGE lamp lights.

•Pressing [INSTANT CHANGE] again will cancel the setting.
•The Instant Change on or off setting for each CD or SD Memory

Card is stored to memory, and the setting is restored once the set
media is re-inserted.

Instant play (INSTANT CHANGE)

You can select to use the unit as a turntable, or as a CD player.

Selecting TURNTABLE mode or
CD PLAYER mode

On the rear panel, switch [MODE] to either TURNTABLE
or CD PLAYER
TURNTABLE : A mode for DJ play, all functions are useable.
•Panel data (  page 17) set on this unit is memorized on this

unit.
•When using CD-R, CD-RW MP3 files, the total number of tracks

and total album number are not displayed. Confirm by switch-
ing to the CD PLAYER mode.

CD PLAYER:
The mode best suited for play as an audio player.
You can use DJ play functions excluding the following limited func-
tions.
Limited functions
•Panel data cannot be automatically stored or read.
•The platter does not rotate. The platter slip surface cannot be

operated.
•The auto cue and cue bank functions do not work.
•The instant change function does not work.
Automatic settings immediately after switching modes
•The RESET lamp comes on and returns to normal play speed.
•DJ play functions like dynamic effect and so on are automati-

cally switched off.
Basic play operation (  page 10-11) changes
•In step 2, switch to the CD PLAYER side.
•In step 5, press [PLAY/PAUSE]

and play of the first track begins,
and once the end of track is
reached the PLAY/PAUSE lamp
goes out and play stops.
Display indicator when stopped
When using CD, SD Audio:
Total play time is displayed.
When using CD-R, CD-RW MP3 files:
The total number of tracks and
total number of albums are dis-
played.

•To start play
Press [PLAY/PAUSE].

•To stop play
Press [CUE STOP].

•To eject the CD
During play, you can also press the CD eject button to eject the
disc.

While in TURNTABLE mode
Press [PUSH]
•The platter drive motor stops. When play-

ing, the platter comes to a gradual stop,
and the sound playing is synchronized to
the platters movement.

•The strobo illuminator light goes out, and
the FREE WHEEL indicator flashes in the
display.

•You can press [PUSH] again to release.
•Turning the power off will erase the settings.

Using the FREE WHEEL mode

While in TURNTABLE mode, you can adjust the brake speed for the
platter to come to a stop by pressing [PLAY/PAUSE] during play.

Adjusting the platter brake

On the rear panel, turn [BRAKE]
S (Slow) direction : Slow stop
F (Fast) direction : Fast stop

When the Auto Cue function is on (  page 10), depending on the
track, the auto cue point may not be set at the point just before where
the audio begins. In this situation you can adjust the auto cue level.

1. Press and hold [•DISPLAY ANGLE –FUNCTION] for
more than 2 seconds until the display changes

2. Press [ ] and from the display select “AUTO CUE
LEVEL”

•“LEVEL –60 dB” appears in the display (initial settings example).

3. Press [– ], [+ ] and select the level:
•Select from –36 dB, –42dB, –48 dB, –54 dB, –60 dB, –66 dB,

–72 dB, –78 dB
•Sound that is lower than the set level is skipped as null sound.

4. Press [•DISPLAY ANGLE –FUNCTION]
•The selection is automatically set if you do not press [•DISPLAY

ANGLE –FUNCTION] within 5 seconds.
•The set auto cue level for each CD or SD Memory Card is stored

to memory, and the setting is restored once the set media is re-
inserted.

Adjusting the auto cue level

FREE WHEEL indicator

Total play time
(Hours, Minutes, Seconds)

Total number
of tracks

Total number
of albums
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Platter operations

Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Turn [MODE] on the rear panel to TURNTABLE
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

Play on this unit is synchronized with the platter when Instant Change
is off. You can change the tempo using the platter slip surface.

Instant play
When Instant Change is off

1. While the platter slip surface is stopped, press [PLAY/
PAUSE]

2. Spin the platter slip surface when you want to start play

When Instant Change is on

Press [PLAY/PAUSE]
•For several seconds after the start of play the INSTANT CHANGE

lamp flashes and the tempo or audio play cannot be changed
even by operating the platter slip surface.

•You can also use the cue pad for instant play (  page 16)

Instant stop
When Instant Change is off

During play, hold and stop the platter slip surface, then
press [PLAY/PAUSE]

When Instant Change is on

During play, press [PLAY/PAUSE]

Use your hand to vary the platter slip surface
rotation speed

During play use your hand on the platter slip surface to
increase or decrease tempo.
•Increasing or decreasing the rotation speed of the platter slip

surface changes the tempo.
•The time display flashes and play sound does not change if the

platter slip surface is operated immediately after the disc is
loaded, or immediately after auto cueing.

•Sound may not be output if you turn the platter slip surface im-
mediately after pressing [ ], [ ] to skip a track.

•You cannot use the platter slip surface to move from the 1st track
back to the last track.

•When using CD-R, CD-RW MP3 files you cannot use the platter slip
surface to move backward to the previous track.

•You can also use [TEMPO] to change the tempo. (  page 14)

Changing play with your hand

Using the platter slip surface, you can improvise play with the platter
slip surface speed and direction of play using your hand.

Braking

Stop the platter slip surface with your hand during play
•The audio being played will stop corresponding to the speed of

the platter slip surface.
•Once you release the platter slip surface after you have stopped

play, the audio will begin to play corresponding to the speed of
the platter slip surface.

Spinning

Forcefully spin the platter slip surface faster than the
platter slip surface speed during play
•Play is controlled by the platter slip surface rotation speed.

•If you spin the platter slip surface too fast, the sound and the time
display will not keep pace.

Scratch playing

1. Press and stop the platter slip surface during play
•Play stops.

2. Turn the platter slip surface in the direction and speed
you want to play

•Play corresponds to the direction and speed of the platter slip
surface.

3. Release your hand from the platter slip surface
•Play returns to its original state.

•When pitch lock (  page 14) is on, the pitch does not change
even if you move the platter slip surface with your hand.

Basic play for DJs

Note
•In order to begin play from any state on this unit right away, the CD

is always rotating. Because of this there may be some noise that
occurs due to rotation, however this is not a malfunction.

•Switching [PLAY SELECT] during play or while paused, instantly
stops play, a “PLEASE WAIT !” message appears in the display,
and the unit returns to the beginning of the CD or SD Memory
Card.

•The time display flashes and [PLAY/PAUSE] does not function im-
mediately after the media is loaded, or immediately after skipping,
searching or auto cueing.

Platter slip
surface
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Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Turn [MODE] on the rear panel to TURNTABLE
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

Changing tempo

1 When the RESET lamp is lit
Press [RESET] and the RESET lamp
goes out

2 Press [RANGE] to select the tempo
variation range
•Each time the button is pressed:

±8%    ±16%    ±33%    ±50%

•When playing CD-R, CD-RW MP3 files or SD audio, only
the ±8%, ±16% range can be selected.

•The larger the range number, the larger the change in tempo
when using [TEMPO].

•The selected tempo variation range lamp lights.

3 During play, use [TEMPO] to make ad-
justments
•Use the scale on the panel for making approximate adjust-

ments.
•The pitch will change with the tempo.
•When the power is turned off the range returns to ±8%.

You can change the tempo and pitch of the media being played.

Tempo reset

Press [RESET]
•The RESET lamp lights and play instantly returns to normal play

when playing.
•Tempo reset automatically turns off when the power is turned

off.

Checking tempo
•The change in tempo

rate appears in the dis-
play.

•You can check the relative change in tempo when the strobo
light reflects on the three rows of strobo dots on the peripheral
edge of the platter when rotating.

a

c
b

Strobo dots

When the dots appear to be stationary, the tempo setting
has changed about +3.5%.

When the dots appear to be stationary, the tempo is at
normal setting.

When the dots appear to be stationary, the tempo setting
has changed about –3.5%.

Note
The strobo dot illuminator is a synchronized and precise frequency
quartz illuminator (Red LED). Be sure to use this red LED as the basis
when checking tempo.

Locking the pitch

You can change the tempo without affecting the pitch.

Press [PITCH LOCK]
•The PITCH LOCK lamp lights.
•Sound quality will change due to digital processing.
•Making a big adjustment to the rate of change in tempo may

cause the occurrence of digital noise.
•By rotating the platter slip surface with the pitch lock set to on,

you can play using the platter slip surface without changing the
original pitch.

•Pitch lock automatically turns off when the power is turned off.

Changing tempo and direction of play

Reverse play (Reversing the platter)

You can reverse play a track.

Set the play direction switch to REVERSE side
•The platter spins in reverse, and reverse play starts.
•Reverse play is synchronized with the platter, therefore it may

take time for it to come up to the normal rated speed. Use In-
stant Change to make quicker changes.

•The direction you increase or decrease tempo with your hand
on the platter slip surface is also reversed.

•You cannot reverse play from the 1st track back to the last track.
•You cannot perform reverse play beyond a track with MP3 files on

CD-R and CD-RW.
•When using reverse play, the start of play for cue pad play or loop

play that is longer than 15 seconds may be delayed (  page 16).

Change in
tempo rate

Strobo illuminator

RESET lamp
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Playing from memory

Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Turn [MODE] on the rear panel to TURNTABLE
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

Setting the auto cue point

1 When Auto Cue is off

Press [•REMAIN -AUTO CUE] for more
than 2 seconds until “ ” appears
in the display

2 Perform track skip or play to move to
the beginning of the track you want to
set
•The unit pauses just before the

beginning of the track’s audio,
the CUE lamp lights and the auto
cue point is set.

•“ ” is displayed in the cue bank
display.

You can automatically set the auto cue point and pause just before
the beginning of the audio you want to play.

•After returning to the set point, the play point is moved in synchro-
nization with the platter slip surface. When you reverse the platter
slip surface with your hand and when the platter slip surface has
moved back to the previous track because of the brake setting,
pressing [PLAY/PAUSE] to begin play stops play again at the auto
cue point.

•The CUE lamp flashes several seconds immediately after setting
and platter slip surface operation may not be possible.

•Setting again erases previous auto cue points.

Setting the cue point at any point
You can set a cue point at any point of a track and easily recall any
desired cue point.
You can save up to 10 cue points from one CD or one SD Memory
Card to cue bank memory.

1. Press [– + BANK] to select the
cue bank

•Once a point has been stored to a cue
bank (1-10), the cue bank number in-
dicator in the display reverses display.

2. During play or while paused, press [REALTIME REC]
•All the SAMPLE PADS, CUE PADS 1-4 pad lamps and the CUE

lamp flash.
•Press [REALTIME REC] again to cancel.

3. Turn the platter slip surface to position play to start
just before the beginning of audio

•If the cue point is set at an audible point, the point immediately
following becomes the cue point.

•Make certain the platter slip surface is completely stopped.

4. Press [CUE STOP]
•The CUE lamp lights, the selected cue bank number reverses

display and is stored in memory.
•When the reverse displayed cue bank number is selected, it is

overwritten.

5. Repeat the above steps to store additional cue points

•The cue bank for each CD or SD Memory Card is stored to memory,
and the setting is restored once the set media is re-inserted.

Play from the stored point

Before use:
•When using the auto cue point

When “ ” does not appear in the cue bank number display
Set the auto cue point (  left side of page)

•When using the cue point
Press [– + BANK] and select the desired cue bank
•Select the cue bank of the number indicator that has reversed in

the display.
•You cannot select “ ” by pressing [– + BANK].

Returning to the auto cue point, cue point
(Back cue)

When Instant Change is off

During play or while paused, stop the platter slip sur-
face and press [CUE STOP]
•The unit returns to the set point, the PLAY/PAUSE lamp flashes

and play pauses.
•You cannot operate the platter slip surface for several seconds

immediately after back cueing.
•During play, pressing [CUE STOP] without stopping the platter

slip surface, will move the play point in synchronization with the
platter slip surface after having returned to the set point.

When Instant Change is on

During play or while paused, press [CUE STOP]
•During play, without stopping the platter slip surface the unit re-

turns to the set point.
•Immediately following platter slip surface operation the INSTANT

CHANGE lamp flashes and after several seconds sound is output.
Storing the auto cue point to cue bank memory

1. Set the auto cue point (  indicated above)
•“ ” appears in the cue bank indicator display.

2. Perform step 1, 2, 4 in the Setting the cue point at
any point section (  right side of page)

•The selected cue bank number reverses display and is stored in
memory.

•If you do not select the cue bank, a “CUE BANK ERROR” mes-
sage appears in the display. Select the cue bank and re-set.

(e.g.) cue point is stored
in memory
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Storing to the CUE PADS and playing

Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Turn [MODE] on the rear panel to TURNTABLE
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

You can store cue points to CUE PADS and immediately replay one
of those points by inserting the media and simply pressing the appro-
priate pad.

Storing to the CUE PADS in real-time

1. During play or while paused, press [REALTIME REC]
•All SAMPLE PADS, CUE PADS 1-4 pad lamps and CUE lamp

flash.
•Press [REALTIME REC] again to cancel.

2. At the desired point, press one of the [CUE PADS 1-4]
•The play point selected is stored in memory. The previously stored

data is erased if it exists.
•The selected pad lamp lights.

•The CUE PADS data for each CD or SD Memory Card is stored to
memory, and the setting is restored once the set media is re-in-
serted.

Store desired points to memory and
play (loop play)

During media play you can set any 2 desired points to loop play.

Creating a loop

1. During play, press LOOP [IN] at the desired point
•LOOP IN lamp lights.
•Press LOOP [IN] again to set again.
•After pressing LOOP [IN] you can cancel settings by pressing

[EXIT/RELOOP].

To set in real time
Press LOOP [IN] to set the desired point

To set manually
1. Stop the platter slip surface at the desired point
2. Press LOOP [IN]

To set using the cue point transferred from memory
1. Select the cue bank and back cue
2. Press LOOP [IN]

2. During play press LOOP [OUT]
Repeat step 1 above to set.
•The LOOP OUT and IN lamp flashes, and play begins looping

between the loop in point and the loop out point.

•Turn off Auto Cue before setting or playing a loop beyond a track.
•When setting the loop setting again, perform the above steps after

canceling loop play by pressing [EXIT/RELOOP].
•You can also control the platter slip surface and make tempo ad-

justments etc. during loop play.
•During loop play, looping is released when you have exceeded the

loop range using the skip or search button.
•The loop points for each CD or SD Memory Card are stored to

memory, and the settings are restored once the set media is re-
inserted.

Loop release (Cancel)

During loop play, press [EXIT/RELOOP]
•Play continues without returning to loop play even when the loop

out point is reached.
•The LOOP IN, OUT lamps change to stationary lights.

Re-loop (Returns to a loop)

After releasing a loop, press [EXIT/RELOOP] during play
•Returns to the loop in point previously set and begins loop play

again.

When using CD-R, CD-RW MP3 files
•When you reverse play while using cue point, cue pad or re-loop,

reverse play is not effective beyond the set starting point.

Playing from memory

Play from the stored point

Play after back cueing

After performing back cue, press [PLAY/PAUSE]
•Play begins from the set point.

Correcting the cue point

1. Perform back cue

2. Perform steps 2-4 in the Setting the cue point at any
point section again. (  page 15)

•A new cue point is stored to memory.

Playing from the CUE PADS

Press one of the lit [CUE PADS 1-4]
•Even if you are playing, play immediately begins from the point

stored to the CUE PADS .
When paused in the TURNTABLE mode, the platter begins to
turn and play.

•During play of the CUE PADS, if you press the same pad again,
play will repeat from the beginning of the memorized point.

•During play of the CUE PADS, if you press a different pad, play
will switch to the selected pad.

Stopping cue pad play

Press [PLAY/PAUSE]
•The PLAY/PAUSE lamp flashes and play pauses.
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Recording to the SAMPLE PADS and
playing

You can record audio to the sample pads for replay.
You can record up to a maximum total of 32 seconds using SAMPLE
PADS 1-4.

Recording to the SAMPLE PADS in real-time

1. Press [REALTIME REC] while media is being played
•All SAMPLE PADS, CUE PADS 1-4 pad lamps and CUE lamp

flash.
•Press [REALTIME REC] again to cancel.

2. Press one of the [SAMPLE PADS 1-4] and recording
starts

•The selected SAMPLE PADS lamp flashes.
•  indicator changes to  in the display.
•Previous pad data is erased at the start of recording if it exists.
•Recording automatically ends when the pads total recording time

reaches 32 seconds.

3. At the end point press the same sample pad again
•The SAMPLE PADS lamp changes to a stationary light and re-

cording ends.
•  indicator reverts back to  in the display.

•You can also control the platter slip surface and adjust the tempo
during recording.

•You can also edit sample pad data. (  page 18)
•Recorded sample pad data is erased when the power is turned off.

To avoid losing data you can save to the SD Memory Card. (
page 19, Saving to a SD Memory Card)

Playing from the SAMPLE PADS

Press one of the lit [SAMPLE PADS 1-4]
•The lamp of the pad you pressed begins to flash and play begins.
•During play, if you press one of the lit sample pads, dual play

begins and mixed sound is output. You can perform dual play
using up to 2 sample pads.

•Once the end of the play is reached the SAMPLE PADS lamp
changes to a stationary light. Play ends if you press the pad
again during play.

•When playing only the sample pad, the platter slip surface does
not rotate even in the TURNTABLE mode.

•When playing media, you can mix sound by also playing the sample
pad. Sound may become distorted depending on the audio level.
You can adjust the sample pad level. (  page 18, Editing the
SAMPLE PADS)

Select play mode and play

1. Press [SAMPLE EDIT] and select “PLAY MODE SE-
LECT”

•Play mode selection is not possible when nothing has been re-
corded to the sample pad.
Each time you press the button:

START END
EDIT WRITING
OK?

LEVEL
PLAY MODE SELECT

START : (Edit the data starting point)
END : (Edit the data ending point)
LEVEL : (Edit the volume level)
PLAY MODE SELECT : Selects the play mode
EDIT WRITING OK? : (Select to store to memory or not)

2. Press one of the recorded sample pads
•The selected sample pad flashes and play begins.

3. Press [– ], [+ ] to select the play mode
•The play mode indicated in the display changes each time you

press the button.

ONE SHOT & REPLAY      ONE SHOT & STOP      LOOP
ONE SHOT & REPLAY :

Plays from the start and ends once the end of play is reached.
During play, press again and play begins from the start.

ONE SHOT & STOP :
Plays from the start and ends once the end of play is reached.
During play, press again and play stops.

LOOP :
Plays from the start, and after reaching the end of play, play
continues from the beginning again. Press again and play
stops.

•Repeat steps 2-3 above to set other pads.

4. Press [MEMORY]
•“COMPLETED” appears in the display and the play mode is saved

on the main unit.
•The sample pad lamp light comes back on.

5. Press the same sample pad to play
•Play starts with the selected play mode.

•If you don’t want to store to the main unit’s memory, press
[SAMPLE EDIT] and select “EDIT WRITING OK?” and press [+ ]
to select “NO” from the display.

Note
Storing panel data to this unit (TURNTABLE mode only)
•The unit stores following panel data for each CD or SD Memory

Card. It can store data for up to 50 CDs or SD Memory Cards.
•Auto Cue on, off and auto cue level
•Cue bank •Instant change
•Loop in, Loop out •Cue pad 1-4
•Dynamic effect •Vinyl simulator

•If the unit’s memory exceeds 50 CDs or SD Memory Cards worth
of data items, a message indicating replacement appears in the
display and data items will be overwritten and replaced in the or-
der of the oldest used first.

•You can save this panel data  for each CD or SD Memory Card to
a SD Memory Card. (  page 19, Saving to a SD Memory Card)

•In CD player mode, panel data cannot be automatically stored or
read.

Automatic read when media inserted (TURNTABLE mode only)
•When media with recorded data is inserted into the unit, the set-

tings are automatically read.
While the unit is reading the media, each of the lamps for the cue
pad 1 to 4, CUE, LOOP IN, and OUT flash rapidly, and are set in
order. Pushing the cue pad, or the CUE or loop play buttons while
the lamp is flashing rapidly will give that pad or button priority to be
set, and then played. The start of play may be delayed.
When reading has completed, the lamps stop flashing, and remains
lit.
MP3 files on CD-R and CD-RW, or SD audio take more time to
read than CD audio. Use only once the lamp has stopped flashing
and remains lit after pressing the cue pad, or the CUE or loop play
buttons.

•The lamps may flash rapidly while the media is being read even
when carrying out other operations.

•Removing the media, or switching [PLAY SELECT] erases the set-
tings, however re-inserting the media restores the settings.

1. Until “DATA ERASE OK?” appears, press one of the
lit pads or buttons (longer than 2 sec.) cue pads 1-4,
sample pads 1-4, LOOP [IN] or [OUT].

2. Press [– ] and select “YES” from the display
•During play, audio play stops.
•“COMPLETED” appears in the display and the data of the but-

ton you selected is erased.
•The selected button lamp goes out.
•Pressing [+ ] to select “NO” cancels the operation and re-

turns to the original display.

Erasing cue pad, sample pad, loop
play data
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Changing the sound

Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Turn [MODE] on the rear panel to TURNTABLE
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

1 Press [VINYL SIM]
•The VINYL SIM lamp lights.
•During play, the sound changes to the type that has been

set.

You can change CD or SD Memory Card audio to simulate an ana-
logue turntable.

2 To select the type

Press [– + TYPE] to select the type
•Analogue simulation type: TYPE 1 to TYPE 8

1 SL1200: Like using an analogue turntable
2 MAKE UP: Like using a cartridge that emphasizes high

and low range sounds
3 WIDE RANGE: Like using a cartridge with wide range char-

acteristics
4 VIVID: Like using a cartridge with vivid characteristics
5 LOW RANGE: Only low range sound is output producing

a muffled sound
6 HIGH RANGE: Only high range sound is output producing

a crisp sound
7 OLD RADIO: Like listening to an old radio
8 TELEPHONE: Like speaking on an analogue telephone

•If no buttons are pressed for more than 5 seconds, the dis-
play returns to its original state.

Changing sound to simulate analogue

•This feature simulates the fine acoustic characteristics of an ana-
logue turntable’s cartridge. Depending on the external equipment
connected, the difference between analogue simulation types may
be difficult to notice.

•You can use together with DYNAMIC FX.
•Press [VINYL SIM] again to cancel.
•The set type for each CD or SD Memory Card is stored to memory,

and the setting is restored once the set media is re-inserted.

1 Press [DYNAMIC FX]
•The DYNAMIC FX lamp lights.
•During play, the sound changes to the type that has been

set.

You can change the sound when using the platter slip surface.

2 To select the type

Press [– + TYPE] to select the type
•Special effect types: TYPE 1 to TYPE 8

1 ONE WAY: Generates sound only when the platter slip
surface is operated in the forward direction.

2 TT DIST: Distorts the sound. The depth of the distortion
can be changed using the platter slip surface.

3 TT WAH: Introduces a Wah Wah effect.
4 AIR HAMMER: Changes the sound intermittently
5 TT PAN: Changes the sound image from left or right by

use of the platter slip surface.
6 AUTO PAN: Automatically rolls the sound image from left

or right and back.
7 CRUSH RING: Distorts the sound. The speed of distortion can

be changed by using the platter slip surface.
8 RING STORM: Sound simulates ringing of the wind.

•If no buttons are pressed for more than 5 seconds, the dis-
play returns to its original state.

Change sound with combined per-
formance

•Effects are different in the CD PLAYER mode, and there are also
some effect types that are not output unless the platter slip surface
is being rotated.

•You can use together with VINYL SIM.
•Press [DYNAMIC FX] again to cancel.
•The set type for each CD or SD Memory Card is stored to memory,

and the setting is restored once the set media is re-inserted.

2 Press one of the recorded [SAMPLE
PADS 1-4]
•The selected sample pad plays and the sample pad lamp

flashes.

You can edit the start point or end point and volume of data recorded
to SAMPLE PADS.

Editing the SAMPLE PADS

1 Press [SAMPLE EDIT] and select the
item to be edited
Each time you press the button:

START END
EDIT WRITING
OK?

LEVEL
PLAY MODE SELECT

START : Beginning of data segment (START lamp indicator lights)
END : Ending of data segment (END lamp indicator lights)
LEVEL : Volume (START and END lamp indicators light)
PLAY MODE SELECT : (When selecting the play mode)
EDIT WRITING OK? : (Select to store to memory or not)

3 Press [– + TRIM] to change the data
•Time or level appears in the display.
•Smallest unit of adjustment

START, END : 1 frame (1 sec. per 75 frames)
LEVEL : 1 dB (–24dB to + 24 dB)

•Pressing selected sample pads while editing confirms
changes.

•Sound may be distorted if the LEVEL is too high.
•If data is trimmed and stored, you cannot restore to the origi-

nal length.

5 Storing to memory

Press [MEMORY]
•“COMPLETED” appears in the display and all sample pad

data is stored.
•The selected sample pad lamp lights and the lamp of the

edit item goes out.

Not storing to memory

Press [SAMPLE EDIT] to select “EDIT
WRITING OK?”,
And press [+ ] to select “NO” from
the display
•The lamp of the selected sample pad changes to a station-

ary light, and the original data is returned.
•Pressing [– ] to select “YES” from the display will store

to memory.

4 Modifying other data
•Perform steps 1-3 indicated above.
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Saving to a SD Memory Card, Recalling

1 Insert a SD Memory Card (  page 8)
•You will not be able to save to the SD Memory Card if the

write lock switch is set to LOCK on the SD Memory Card.
Release the lock and re-insert.

You can save sample pad 1-4. You can also save panel data for each
CD or SD Memory Card from this unit to a SD Memory Card.

2 Save the data
1. Press SD CARD [SAVE]
•The SAVE lamp lights. “SD SAVE” screen appears in the

display.

2. Press [S.PADS, PANEL] to select the mode
Each time you press the button:
S.PADS  PANEL
S.PADS : Sample pad 1-4 data (S.PADS lamp lights)
PANEL : Can only select in TURNTABLE mode

Panel data such as cue pad data etc.
(PANEL lamp lights)

3. The PANEL mode file name is automatically as-
signed by the unit.
When only using S.PADS mode
Press [– + BANK] to select the file

•Press and hold [– + BANK] to load in high speed.
•Display of the selected file is reversed.

(File example) 001ABCDE, 002FGHIJ...
•You can give a name to a file.

(  right side of page, Giving a name to the sample pad file)
•Press [SAVE] again to cancel.

4. Press [EXECUTE] to begin
•If “REPLACE OK?” appears in the display (  bottom

of page)
•Saving of data begins, “NOW SD SAVING” appears in the

display. Saving sample pad data to a SD Memory Card
may take up to 50 seconds.

•The SAVE lamp goes out once saving has finished and
“COMPLETED” appears in the display.

Saving to a SD Memory Card

Giving a name to the sample pad file
You can give a name to the sample pad file when saving to the SD
Memory Card.
After selecting the file in step 3 on the left, Save the data

1. Press [+ ] to select “NAME” from the display
•The “NAMING” screen appears in the display.

2. Press [ ], [ ] and select the character to change
•The selected characters (only last 5 digits) become reverse dis-

played.

3. Press [– ], [+ ] to select the input characters
•Press and hold [– ], [+ ] for high speed search.
•Characters that can be input

•Press [SAVE] again to cancel.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 to give the file a name (only last 5
digits)

5. Press [EXECUTE] to save

Deleting sample pad files
You can delete sample pad files saved on a SD Memory Card.
After selecting the file in step 3 on the left, Save the data

1. Press [– ] to select “DEL” from the display
•“SD DELETE” screen appears in the display.

2. Press [EXECUTE] to perform deletion
•Files with no data cannot be deleted. Trying to delete them will

result in a “FILE SELECT ERROR” message being displayed.

Deleting panel data saved on a SD Memory Card
If the SD Memory Card has become full and you can no longer save
panel data, you can delete the panel data on the SD Memory Card
corresponding to the inserted media.
After selecting “PANEL” in step 2 on the left, Save the data

Press [– ] to select “DEL” from the display
•The panel data on the SD Memory Card is deleted.
•If the panel data corresponding to the currently inserted media

does not exist on the SD Memory Card, “DEL” is not displayed
and the panel data cannot be deleted.

Data saved to a SD Memory Card
S.PADS mode (1 Bank: MAX. 5.4 MB)
MB means one million bytes.
•Maximum of 32 seconds data from SAMPLE PADS 1-4

PANEL mode
•Auto Cue on, off and auto cue level
•Cue bank •Instant change
•Loop in, Loop out •Cue pad 1-4
•Dynamic effect •Vinyl simulator

Sample pad file names
•(Example) 001ABCDE

First 3 digits: Can be numbers between 001-999 (Un-changeable)
(The maximum number of files is 999 files.)

Last 5 digits: File name (Changeable)
•File names will become blank if there is no data in the file.
•Files without names will be saved as “_” (underbars).

Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

When “REPLACE OK?” appears in the display while saving
The selected sample pad file already has data.
To overwrite, select “YES” by pressing [– ] from the dis-
play.
To not save, select “NO” by pressing [+ ] from the display.

Note
•You can only save panel data when you have inserted the CD or

SD Memory Card for which that data has been stored.
•Pressing [SAVE] during play displays a warning message and play

continues.
•The panel data file name is automatically assigned by this unit.

Automatic loading on this unit (  page 20) may not work if you
use a computer to change the panel data file name saved on a SD
Memory Card.

_ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S
T U V W X Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

•If you save the panel data for the same media previously set to a
SD Memory Card, the previously saved data is overwritten. If you
save CD panel data and don’t want to overwrite, you can use a
new SD Memory card to save.
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1 Insert the SD Memory Card containing
saved data (  page 8)

Loading sample pad data
You can recall sample pad 1-4 data saved on a SD Memory Card.

2 Load the file
1. Press SD CARD [LOAD]
•The LOAD lamp lights. “SD LOAD” screen appears in the

display.
•The S.PADS lamp lights.

2. Press [– + BANK] to select the file
•Press and hold [– + BANK] to load in high speed.
•Display of the selected file is reversed.

(File example) 001ABCDE, 002FGHIJ...
•Press [LOAD] again to cancel.

3. Press [EXECUTE]
•The media begins to load, “NOW SD LOADING” appears

in the display. Loading may take up to 25 seconds.
•The LOAD lamp goes out once loading has finished and

“COMPLETED” appears in the display.

•Pressing [LOAD] during play, displays a warning message and play
continues.

•Previous sample pad data is erased from memory on this unit once
loaded.

Recalling (loading) data saved on a
SD Memory Card

Regarding MP3 albums and SD audio

Saving to a SD Memory Card, Recalling

Selection and play order of tracks within an MP3
album

•For MP3 tracks on CD-R and CD-RW, play proceeds folder by
folder in the sequence of folder number order.

•Only MP3 files are playable when there are files other than MP3
fi les on the CD-R, CD-RW containing the MP3 f i les.
However, when there is normal audio data (CD-DA) and MP3
files mixed on the same disc, only audio data can be played.
Folders that do not contain MP3 files are skipped.

Creating MP3 files for play on this unit
•The format used for CD-R, CD-RW is ISO9660 level 1, or level 2.
•When creating on a computer etc, give folders and files names

using numeric and alphabetic characters.
•Read the operating instruction manual if using MP3 file creation

software on your computer. Depending on the type of recording,
some MP3 files may not be playable.

•Only ID3 tag track titles are displayable on this unit.
V1, V1.1 (Up to 32 alphanumeric characters.)

•This unit is compatible with multi-sessions. When there are many
sessions, it may take some time for play to begin, therefore we
recommend reducing the number of sessions to a minimum.

•You cannot play a file that was recorded with packet write.
•This unit is not compatible with HighMATTM.

Creating SD audio for play on this unit
Record tracks to a SD Memory Card using only the “SD JUKE-
BOX” application for recording SD audio for your PC, and a USB
reader-writer.
•This unit is not compatible with the WMA format.
These are not currently available in your area.

001

001ABCDE.mp3
002FGHIJ.mp3
003KLMNO.mp3
004PQRST.mp3

002

001A_123.mp3
002FG_12.mp3
003KLM_1.mp3

003

001VWXYZ.mp3

Play order

Folders can be created within folders, however
the play may not proceed in the correct order.

Root

1st track
2nd track
3rd track
4th track

1 Insert the SD Memory Card (  page 8)

All data is erased and the SD Memory Card is formatted. Useable
capacity will be less. Useable capacity may differ from that indicated
on the media.
Use only when you want to erase all files or when there is data
on the card that cannot be read.

Formatting the SD Memory Card

2 Hold down SD CARD [SAVE] for more
than 5 seconds until “FORMAT OK?”
appears in the display
•Press [SAVE] again to cancel.

3 Press [EXECUTE] to proceed
•“COMPLETED” will appear on the display. All data is erased

and the card is formatted.
•If “FORMAT ERROR” appears in the display, this SD Memory

Card cannot be formatted.

Panel data automatic loading (TURNTABLE mode only)
The unit automatically loads panel data for each CD or SD Memory
Card to its memory from the SD Memory Card.

1. Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
and turn the MODE switch on the rear panel to TURN-
TABLE side

2. Insert the SD Memory Card containing saved panel
data

3. If the media corresponding to the saved panel data is
a CD, insert the CD

•If the same media data exists on the SD Memory Card and in
the unit’s memory, the SD Memory Card takes precedence and
the unit’s memory is overwritten.
If you do not want to replace data in the unit’s memory, save to a
SD Memory Card in advance.

5th track
6th track
7th track

8th track

Naming folders and files
At the time of recording, give folders
and file names with 3-digit prefixes
in the order you want to play them.
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Using with other equipment

Before use
•Switch [PLAY SELECT] to select the media to be used
•Turn [MODE] on the rear panel to TURNTABLE
•Insert the SD Memory Card or CD to be used

You can relay play by connecting the control terminals of the two units.
(  page 7)

Before use:
•Turn Auto Cue on for both units, set the auto cue point for the track

to be played and back cue.

Using two units for relay play

Press [PLAY/PAUSE] on the unit to be
played first
•Once track play finishes on the unit being played, play auto-

matically begins from the unit on standby.
•The unit that was played first pauses and cues at the next track’s

auto cue point.

•You can automatically alternate play between both units by repeat-
ing this method.

•You can listen to many different tracks by changing the media and
selecting the track of the unit in the standby position.

•Set the cue point, select the cue bank and back cue on the standby
unit to begin relay play from the desired point of the desired track.

Note
•During play, if power on one of the units is cut or turned off, play

may begin on the other standby unit.

Using the amplifier and other equipment

Connect with the matching input terminals on the equipment (not in-
cluded). (  page 7)
•When using this unit’s DIGITAL OUT terminal, SD Audio is not out-

put.

1 Put the equipment on standby

2 Press [PLAY/PAUSE] to play
•Audio played from the connected equipment is output.

Initializing this unit’s memory

Unit’s initialize memory function

You can re-initialize all memory content on this unit, restoring it to
factory settings.
Re-initializing will erase the following memory.
•Cue bank, cue pad, loop play
•Vinyl simulator, dynamic effect settings
•Auto Cue on, off settings and auto cue level settings
•Instant change settings
50 CDs or SD Memory Cards worth of data items of the above indi-
cated media data.
•Display angle, display contrast settings

When the power is off
While holding down [SAMPLE PADS 1] and [SAMPLE
PADS 4], press [POWER OFF ON] to turn the power
on, and release  [SAMPLE PADS 1] and [SAMPLE PADS
4] after “INITIALIZED” appears in the display
•All memory content is re-initialized.
•The display returns to its original state and you can begin operat-

ing.

Glossary

•SD Audio
An audio standard for SD Memory Cards. An encryption technology is
used in order to protect copyrights and the legal rights of the con-
sumer as well as help develop a healthy music culture. There are
restrictions upon the copying of data etc. Use an application like SD-
Jukebox etc. for creating data.

•Cue
Used to begin play. On this unit the cue point is used to store the
beginning of a track or an arbitrary point of a track to memory and
then to instantly begin play from this point.

•Platter slip surface
The rotatable surface on an analogue turntable which you place a
record. Although this unit is a digital turntable, play functionality is the
same as when operating a platter slip surface on an analogue turn-
table.

•MP3 album
When creating multiple MP3 files on a computer and writing to a CD-
ROM, you can organize the files using folders. These folders are called
albums on this unit. When you want to play tracks in sequential order
on this unit, use numbers like 001 and 002 etc. for naming the al-
bums. (  Page 20)

•AAC
A compression standard that makes recording and play of high qual-
ity audio possible including MPEG2 (an international standard). Used
in SD Audio and broadcast satellite digital signals.

•MP3
MP3 is the abbreviated form of the international standard MPEG1/
Audio Layer3. MP3 allows you to achieve approximately ten to one
compression rates with bit rates of 128 kbps. MP3 is used widely with
SD Audio, CDs, and computers.

•Sampling frequency
The number of samples taken approximately each second when an
audio signal is digitally converted and stored in memory. The higher
the value the wider the frequency range can be used for digital con-
version thus providing near original audio quality reproduction, how-
ever the resulting size of the audio data does become quite large.

•Bit rate
A value that indicates the audio signal compression rate. Indicates
the number of bits sampled approximately each second, the larger
the bit value the more information is contained resulting in better au-
dio quality, however the size of the audio data does become quite
large.
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With this system, you can only play CDs having this
mark.

•Do not use irregularly shaped CDs. (May
result in damage to your equipment.)

•Use discs that display the logo mark indi-
cated above, or conform to the Compact
disc digital audio standard. The disc may
not play properly if you are using a non-
standard conforming disc.

•For CDs with greater than 80 minutes total play time, the portion
beyond 80 minutes cannot be played on this unit.

•Depending on the CD, there may be apparent noise or the total
number of tracks may not be read properly. In either case, try re-
inserting the CD.

•Recorded music CD’s that are partially or fully translucent may not
be usable with this unit.

•Do not use CDs that are dirty.

Handling SD Memory Cards

When handling SD Memory Cards
Avoid the following:
•Altering or disassembling the SD Memory Card
•Striking, bending, dropping, or getting water on the SD Memory

Card
•Touching the metal connectors with your fingers or with metal objects
•Peeling off attached labels
•Attaching new labels or stickers

Storage
•Always put the SD Memory Card back in its case.
•Do not store in potentially high temperature locations such as within

cars, or in areas open to direct sunlight.
•Do not place in locations subject to high humidity or dust.
•Do not place in areas subject to caustic gases.

Protecting important data
•Set the write protect switch to the

LOCK position. Release the lock when
storing new data.

•If there is a space for writing a note on
the SD Memory Card, use a felt pen
(oil based) for writing. Do not use a pencil or ball point pen. Loss of
data may result if the SD Memory Card is damaged.

•Do not remove the AC mains lead while the unit power is on (When
the units display is on) or loss of data may result.

•Do not remove the SD Memory Card from the unit during play.
Loss of data may result.

Concerning CDs

How to hold CDs

How to clean CDs

Be sure to store CDs in their cases to protect them from dust, scratches,
and warping.

Do not place or store CDs in the following places
•Locations exposed to direct sunlight
•Humid or dusty locations
•Locations directly exposed to a heat vent or heating appliance
•In the glove compartment or on the rear deck of an automobile

•If you are taking the CD from a cold to a warm environment, mois-
ture may form on the CD. Wipe this off with a soft, dry, lint-free
cloth before using the CD.

•Do not write on the label side with a ball-point pen or other writing
instrument.

•Do not use record cleaning sprays, benzine, thinner, static elec-
tricity prevention liquids or any other solvent.

•Do not attach labels or stickers to CDs. (Do not use CDs with ex-
posed adhesive from tape or left over peeled off stickers.)

Handling precautions

Storage precautions

•Do not use scratch-proof protectors etc.
•Do not use CDs printed with label printers available on the market.

•SD logo is a trademark. 

•MPEG Layer-3 audio decoding technology licensed from
Fraunhofer IIS and Thomson multimedia.

Do not touch the
recorded surface.

Wipe from inside outward.

The recorded surface

Rear
side

Write Protect
Switch

Suitable SD Memory Cards

You can use SD Memory Cards with the following capacities (from
8 MB to 1 GB).

8 MB, 16 MB, 32 MB, 64 MB
128 MB, 256 MB, 512 MB,            1 GB (Maximum)

Please confirm the latest information on the following website.
http://panasonic.co.jp/pavc/global/cs
 (This site is in English only.)

•If the SD Memory Card is formatted on other equipment, the time
spent for recording may become longer. Also if the SD Memory Card
is formatted on a PC, you may not be able to use it on this unit.
In these cases, format the card on this unit.

•This unit supports SD Memory Cards formatted in FAT12 system
and FAT16 system based on SD Memory Card Specifications.
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Troubleshooting guide

Before requesting service, make the below checks. If you are in doubt about some of the check points, or if the remedies indicated in the
chart do not solve the problem, consult your dealer for instructions.

Reference Page

6 - 7

—

6 - 7

6 - 7

—

8

22

—

22

8

8

12

12

15

16

20

Solution
Connect the stereo cables properly, left to
left, right to right.
Move the unit away from the other electrical
equipment.
Connect the stereo phono cable properly.

Connect with an audio mixer’s LINE input
terminals. Do not connect to the PHONO ter-
minal.
Turn the unit power off or distance the unit
from the TV or FM tuner.
Insert the CD with the label-side facing up.
Replace with a standard conforming CD.
Wipe the CD clean with a soft cloth.
Moisture may form on the lens.
Wait about an hour and try playing again.

Wipe the CD clean with a soft cloth.

Eject the disc after stopping or pausing.
If forced disc ejection does not work, con-
tact your nearest dealer.
Only SD Memory Card recorded by Secure
AAC or Secure MP3 can be used.

Press the PUSH button to release.
Switch the MODE switch on the rear panel
to the TURNTABLE side.
Set the cue point.

Set the loop in point and loop out point to
create the loop.

When updating the unit’s memory etc., and
when panel data is necessary, save to the
SD Memory Card in advance.

Cause
Are the left and right stereo cables re-
versed?
Are connection cables too close to the
AC mains lead or a fluorescent light?
Is the stereo phono cable not connected?

Are the output cables properly con-
nected?

Is the unit is causing the TV or FM inter-
ference?
Is the CD is inserted upside down?
Are you using a non-standard CD?
Is the CD dirty?
Has the unit been suddenly moved from
a cold to a warm or hot location, resulting
in an abrupt change in temperature?
Is the CD dirty?

When in the TURNTABLE mode you can-
not eject the disc during play.

Is the music file you inserted not SD au-
dio?

Are you using the FREE WHEEL mode?
Is the CD PLAYER mode selected?

Is the cue point set?

Is the loop in point (start point) set?

Have you inserted a SD Memory Card
that already has the panel data for the
corresponding media? In this case the SD
Memory Card takes precedence and the
panel data stored to the unit’s memory is
replaced with the setting on the SD
Memory Card.

Problem
Left and right audio is re-
versed.
A “Humming” sound is
heard during play.
No sound comes out of
one speaker.
Sound is distorted and or
noise is being emitted.

There is interference to
TV or FM reception.
“NO CD AUDIO TRACK”
appears on the display
when a CD is inserted.
The unit does not play
when the Play button is
pushed.
There is noise or certain
points on the disc cannot
be played properly.
CD does not eject after
pressing the CD EJECT
button.
“NO SD AUDIO TRACK”
appears on the display
when a SD Memory Card
is inserted.
The platter does not ro-
tate.

Back cue does not work
when the CUE button is
pressed during play.
Loop play does not work
when the LOOP OUT but-
ton is pressed.
The last panel data set on
this unit is replaced when
you insert the corre-
sponding media.

General

CD

SD audio

Operation

•Sometimes the BPM value and the CD memory value differ. This is because the method for measuring the BPM value is different, and
it is not due to a defective or malfunctioning unit.

Q&A (Frequently asked questions)

Question

Connecting
Other
Devices

CD

How do I connect an analogue player?

How do I connect speakers?

How do I record through an optical digital con-
nection?

Can I use a multimedia card (MMC) or a memory
stick?
Can I play DVD-Video or a CD video?
Can I play CD-R and CD-RW which contains MP3
data?

An analogue player cannot be connected directly. It must be
connected through an audio mixer.
Speakers cannot be connected directly. Speakers must be
connected through an audio mixer or amplifier.
There is no optical digital output terminal on the unit. A con-
nection cable can be used to connect to the DIGITAL OUT
terminal on the unit.
No. Use a SD Memory Card only.

No.
Yes. However, play may not be possible on some discs de-
pending on the state of recording.
Some functions are not operational.

Answer
Reference

page

6

7

7

8, 10-11

22

10
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Specifications

•Digital audio output
Coaxial digital output Pin jack

•Headphone
Output level 20 mW max. 32 Ω (adjustable)

•Pickup
Wave length 790 nm
Laser Power No hazardous radiation is emitted

•General
Power supply AC 220-240 V, 50/60 Hz
Power consumption 20 W
Dimensions (W X H X D) 320 mm x 111 mm x 330 mm
Mass 5.8 kg

Note
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Mass and dimensions are approximate.

Specifications are the values when playing CD audio in the CD
PLAYER mode with tempo reset.

•Playable media
CD (12 cm) CD-Audio (CD-DA)

CD-R/CD-RW (CD-DA, MP3)
SD Memory Card

•CD-MP3 play format
Compatible compression rate between 32 kbps and 192 kbps

(Recommended: 128 kbps)
Compatible sampling rate 48 kHz/44.1 kHz/32 kHz

•SD Audio play format
Audio extension format MPEG2-Secure AAC/Secure MP3
Compatible sampling rate 48 kHz/44.1 kHz/32 kHz

•Audio
No. of channels 2 (stereo)
Frequency response 4 Hz-20 kHz
Output voltage 2 Vrms (0 dB) (JEITA)
Output terminal Pin jack

Error messages

Message
CAN NOT EJECT
CUE BANK ERROR

DATA ERROR

FAILED

FILE SELECT ERROR
FORMAT ERROR
NO CD AUDIO TRACK

NO DATA

NO DISC
NO PANEL MODE

NO REMAIN

NO SD AUDIO TRACK

NO SD CARD
REPLACED OLD PANEL DATA

SD CARD FULL

SD CARD PROTECTED

SD LID OPEN
TRACK ERROR

Description
Cannot eject the CD.
After setting the auto cue point, you tried to set
the cue setting without selecting the cue bank.
There is a problem with the data.

A save, load or format error occurred and the op-
eration did not complete.
The wrong file was selected.
You cannot format this SD Memory Card.
The inserted disc is unrecognizable.
The disc has been inserted upside down.
You tried to save to a SD Memory Card, but there
is no sample pad data.
CD is not inserted.
You cannot save panel data when using the CD
PLAYER mode.
You cannot display the current remaining time with
MP3 files.
There are no audio tracks on this SD Memory Card.
The inserted SD Memory Card is unrecognizable
because of damage or an error.
SD Memory Card is not inserted.
The oldest used media panel data was replaced.
You cannot store more than 50 CDs or SD Memory
Cards worth of data items.
You cannot save any more data to the SD Memory
Card.
The SD Memory Card is write protected.

The lid of the SD Memory Card slot is open.
You cannot play this track.
This track data cannot be read.

Action
Pause the unit and eject the CD.
Select the cue bank first.

Use a SD Memory Card that was recorded
properly.
Try saving or loading again. Or try saving to a
new SD Memory Card.
Select the correct file.
Use a new SD Memory Card.
Re-insert the CD properly.

Re-insert the CD properly.
Save using the TURNTABLE mode.

Use a SD Memory Card that was recorded
properly.

Re-insert the SD Memory Card properly.
Save it to a SD Memory Card or initialize the
unit’s memory.

Use a new SD Memory Card.

Release the SD Memory Card write-protect
switch.
Make sure to close the lid.
Select another track or replace with properly
recorded media.

Maintenance

To clean this unit, wipe with a soft, dry cloth.
•Never use alcohol, paint thinner, or benzine to clean this unit.
•Before using chemically treated cloth, read the instructions that came with the cloth carefully.


